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Cycle 5 - Breaking Lines - Session 4

Organisation - Passing around in the grid in 2's warming up and
getting used to working inside this area.
- Movement off the ball
- Passes - Accuracy & weight of the pass
Can you visit every square in the area before the coach asks
you to stop ?

Grid - Passing warm up in 2's (15 mins)

Organisation - Boys will be asked to pass the ball around the
grided area and when they have the opportunity can they pass
through a gate.
To get them thinking about breaking lines ( splittin passes )
1 point for nomal pass - 3 for a successful gate pass
P - To stop players just standing behind a gate must start in a
different grid and run onto the gate pass.
- Weight of pass
- Accuracy
- What type of pass ? To feet or space ?
As well as the gates inside will also have other players can you
receive the ball between to players?

Passing Grid with Gates (15 mins)

Organisation - Using the same grid as before, players can now
work the opportunity to release a teammate by playing a pass
through a gate for a team mate to run onto and try to score in the
goal.
Teams are now in 3's
5 points for each goal scored
- Timing of the pass
- Timing of run
- Weight & Accuracy
- Communication

Breaking Lines (15 mins)



Progression - Now have 1 defending team who must stay 1 side
of the square and can only tackle and prevent the teams from
scoring. Defenders must start on the blue line shown above.
Defenders - Recovery runs, Timing of the tackle.
Attackers - Where is the defender ? think about area to pass ,
weight etc.
Teams awarded 5 points a goal , Defenders can't score only
prevent others.

Breaking Lines Progresssion (15 mins)

Organisation - Split group into 3 teams, Winning team stays on.
Game is played in the central area and you can only score by
releasing a player into the opponents end zone and scoring
passed the GK.
Rule 1 - 1 Defender Can recover and attempt to win the ball
back.
Rule 2 - Another Attacker can support team mate to create 2v1

SSG - Breaking lines (30 mins)
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